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Thinking Outside the Box . Lessons from September 11th, 2001

The successes achieved by the September
11th terrorists caught most everyone by surprise.
The public can be forgiven for this surprise, but not
our security forces. We have all heard that “a chain
is only as strong as its weakest link.” The terrorist’s
job is to look for that weakest link. Security forces
should be looking for it too. That they failed to see
that a fully fueled commercial plane could be used
as a missile demonstrates their failure to habitually
“think outside the box.” They failed to think “like
terrorists” and in this, by their complacency, they
let us all down. They settled for “quick fixes,” for a
“false sense of security.” And they may do so again.
All Tools are indifferent. Any tool can be
used for good or evil, constructively or destructively.
It is the user alone who determines the morality of
the work done by tools. Down deep, we all know this.
Technophobes, of course, miss the point, much to the
discredit of their own intelligence. Thinking outside
the box is a “force” with “a dark side” too. And as
with all tools, it is easier to put this to destructive
use than to constructive results. Those impatient for
results, find quicker gratification in destruction.
Thinking outside the box is a mental discipline that aims at identifying ways to “break out” of

the constrictive set of expectations and assumptions
imposed by the “conventional wisdom” in any area.
Ways to open the Space Frontier are no exception.
Few people ever think outside the box of
conventional wisdom - this is not a discipline that
comes easily. Not surprisingly, people interested in
space are no exception. Both terrorism and space are
frontiers, however radically different, where conventional mental exercises can be expected to produce
only marginal and trivial results. Conventional
Wisdom is a millstone around the neck of anyone who
aims to open or help open a frontier. The smugness of
conventional thinking must bear much of the blame
for the painfully slow and trivial progress made in
opening the space frontier over the past few decades.
Conventional Wisdom, when it is accepted
without reservation, is the true enemy inside. It
straitjackets our minds, preventing us from seeing,
testing, and developing alternative strategies.
NASA is not, and never has been the enemy.
The agency itself has used “thinking outside the box”
to make many breakthroughs. But in anyone or in any
organization, successes “settle in” and create a new
complacent expertise. Thinking outside the box is
something that must be practiced [=> p. 2, col. 2]

The Heart of a Lunar Home: An “Earthpatch”

@@@@@@@@@@

On Earth, if there is a feature that is considered the “heart of the home” it is the “hearth.” Real
fireplaces are a highly unlikely feature for Lunar
homesteads. But pioneer homes will have a “heart”
nonetheless, the interior Garden, a veritable “Patch
of Old Earth.” The “Earthpatch” will be important
for much more than strong morale! See pp. 3-7.
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fi IN FOCUS Editorial continued from p. 1.

continuously and afresh forever. And that is where
we all tend to drop the ball.
That the startup rocket companies are all
essentially pursuing “outside the box” strategies,
some more effectively than others, is clear. NASA has
sought to publicly discredit these efforts, seriously
damaging their ability to attract venture capital.
Does this demonstrate a culture-belief that only they
are qualified to brainstorm - the High Priesthood
Syndrome? Or do such spokespersons believe that
“thinking outside the box” has already been pursued
to the limits and that there is no more to be learned?
Those of us who are unwilling to settle for the
conventional wisdom that space can be opened only
by enormous bureaucracies with bottomless pockets
refilled from general taxation, owe it to ourselves to
operate as “cells” with cell mentality and strategy -not for destruction, but in ever being on the search
for breakthrough concepts, means, technologies,
methods, and concepts. Again it is no agency that is
the enemy. It is the smugness of conventional wisdom
with its unsuspected, unexamined assumptions and
presumptions of which we need to be wary.
On the technological front, it is simply not
true that NASA has already tried everything. All too
often a premature decision is made among competing
technological concepts. The right way is to develop
all the options and let the results pick the winner.
Politics, political favors, and personal fancies often
have more to do with the paths we choose. “The Path
Not Chosen” may have been the better one.
Financial pathways, too, have been widened
into paved freeways of “infrastructure” without
careful and patient thought given to alternatives.
“Private enterprise” options are dismissed because
existing forms seem inadequate. But the need is again
to think o u t s i d e the box. What is there that has not
been tried? Those who assume we have tried everything need to be ignored and left behind.
We are all impatient to possess the “truth.”
That is why people choose religious dogmas and
political ideologies. They cannot stand being uncertain, to recognize and accept that what we don’t know
is more than what we do. We are people of the 21st
century. We “know.” No, we don’t!
Faith passes itself off as knowledge and on
that non sequitur rests so much hatred and evil. We
too believe. We have faith that there is a place for
humans in the solar system at large. We do not know
that, we believe it. But that faith should motivate us
to keep looking for the weakest links in the chain of
the conventional wisdom that would bind us to Earth
forever. We must borrow the tools of terrorism but
without “dark side” applications. Like those who
brilliantly planned the attacks of September 11th,
we must brilliantly plan assaults on the many bonds
that threaten to keep us Earthbound. -- PK.
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we also need in homestead gardens? There may well
be more than these six good reasons:

Anchoring Lunar & Martian Homesteads
by Peter Kokh

Stating the Question
In the past two issues of MMM (#s 146, 147)
we talked about the effect lunar habitat construction
modular architectures and building materials would
have on early settlement interior decor styles. This
month we want to talk about something even more
basic -- the effect that the total absence of a host
biosphere on the Moon (or Mars) will have on frontier
homestead interiors.
On Earth, except in the driest of deserts and
the rockiest of mountainscapes (and at sea, of course),
human habitat structures are inanimate islands
dotting the green continuum of the host biosphere.
Earth is still Eden!
On the Moon and Mars, the host continuum is
inanimate, barren, sterile, and life-snuffing. And it
is intensely monochromatic - either shades of gray or
shades of tan. The table has been turned “180°.” It is
pockets of green life, “Patches of Old Earth” that we
need at the core of each frontier homestead to provide
the same reassurance as does the hearth on Earth.
To the designer of initial short-term occupancy starter Moonbases, talk of garden green spaces
within habitat (as distinct from closets of LED-lit
plant trays in hydroponic racks) is sheer extravagance, a luxury that is quite out of the question. But
to the designer of frontier habitats intended to serve
as lifetime homesteads for pioneers who are ready to
commit to forsaking return to Earth indefinitely, this
is not a luxury, but an absolute psychological
necessity. We are not talking about what is needed to
keep our bodies alive. We are talking about what is
needed to keep spirits alive -- and productive.
Spacecraft hardware engineers operate in a
feedback vacuum quite unlike CEOs of large corporations who have learned that increased perks mean
increased productivity and increased profitability.
To “get” you have to “invest,” -- the corporate translation of “no pain, no gain.” Green Oases at the core
of frontier homesteads on alien life-hostile shores
are precisely the investment needed to tilt the steep
odds against successful off-world transplantation of
humanity towards odds in our favor.

Supporting Argument - Modular Biospherics
Given that there will be community agricultural areas that will grow both in number and in total
area as settlement populations increase, given that
these agripod units will be designed to provide
complete nutritional balance for all, given that these
units may be designed to provide adequate bioassist
air and water recycling -- given all that, why would
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1 . Interior air quality will be a problem. We all
know how quickly the air inside a tightly shut
space becomes first stale, then sickening, and
finally suffocating. Now we can rely on chemical
scrubbers and community fresh/stale air ducts
and fans, or we can hedge our bet with abundant
house plants to keep air fresh and sweet. In the
tightened up homes of today, we rely on air
exchangers to replace stale air with fresh. On the
frontier, “air-exchangers” will not be an option.
There is no “air” “outside” to exchange. We have
to refresh our air “in place.” NASA has already
done considerable research with plants that are
especially effective as air-scrubbers and eaters
of airborne pollutants.
2 . In the course of everyday life, not all settlers
will spend time in or passing through the agricultural areas. Knowing that out-vac, out the air
locks, there is only vacuum and sterilizing UV
and cosmic rays, abundant foliage in the homestead where everyone will come into daily contact
with it, will reassure us all that we have indeed
brought along a pocket of life-craddling Mother
Nature, a patch of Old Earth. The home garden
will be a psychological security blanket as well
as a “feast for sore eyes.” Air freshened by
plants is not only fresh, but fragrant.
3 . Relying on settlement-wide systems, shares not
only benefits but risks. Supplementing the
settlement air and water recycling / refreshing
utilities with in house systems provides a r i s k distributing backup.
4 . Homestead gardens can be integrally linked to
human waste pretreatment systems, greatly
r e d u c i n g the burden to be handled by settlementwide utilities. The Bill Wolverton system is very
promising in this regard. Check it out at:
http://www.wolvertonenvironmental.com/dww.htm
by treating 95% of the problem at its source, the
settlement biosphere can grow in modular fashion
instead of as a megasystem much less adequately
buffered and much more prone to failure.
5 . Without the multi-shade greens of the garden,
without the bright colors of blossoms, flowers,
and fruit, the gray (or ruddy) monochrome color
schemes enforced by available building materials
will become dreadfully dreary. The home garden
will provide an ever changing feast of eye candy.
6 . Sunlight, filtered to remove unneeded heat from
the infrared, flooding the garden area will spill
beyond its confines to flood adjacent areas of the
homestead. We all know how important sunshine
can be for morale -- even if it alternates 2 weeks
on 2 weeks off with artificial grow-lighting.
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And in fact, there is at least one more good
reason. The homestead garden promises to be an
especially prolific incubator of frontier “cottage
industries”. More about that in the follow-on article.

How do we provide for home interior gardens?
To have a garden in a habitat pressurized
against the exterior vacuum and thermal extremes,
we need to provide water and light. For the sake of
a r g u m e n t , we accept the statements that hydroponics
are much more efficient than soil-based geoponic
systems, and that blue and red LEDs are much more
efficient than sunlight. That may indeed prove to be
the way to go in the community agricultural units, at
least for some crops which do especially well in
hydroponic growing conditions. (We are unconvinced
that all or most crops do better with hydroponics.)
Soil-based horticulture on the Moon is quite
feasible. In the process of handling the raw regolith,
there is opportunity to sift out the powdery fines
that could clog drainage systems, and to transform
many of the regolith minerals into zeolites by
baking. All this experimentation has been done and
is well documented. Plus the regolith has many of the
nutrients that would be needed, without resort to
wholesale importation from Earth. Desired organic
content can come from in home pretreatment of
human wastes and composting of kitchen scraps.
Sunlight delivers too much heat, yes, but that
can be filtered out easily enough. Or sunlight can be
used to generate electricity to run full-spectrum
lamps that are designed to produce reduced heat.
The biggest argument of all is esthetics. If
any reader has heard of a garden show that attracted
throngs of people by its beauty, in which all the
plants were grown hydroponically and shown under
banks of LEDs, my conviction might be shaken a bit.
We have thousands of years of conditioning of our
sense of beauty by soil-based gardens.
If soil-based horticulture is somewhat less
efficient, that is immaterial. It has already been
granted for the sake of argument that all the required
nutritional needs for full dietary balance will be
provided by the settlement farms. That means that
home gardens are relied on only for surplus and to
provide treats not planted in the settlement farms.
The exchange of some degree of efficiency for much
more beauty and satisfaction is a fair trade.

tion, that is not a 1:1 determination. Architects will
find many ways, some better, some cheaper, some
more satisfying. Variety is the spice of life.
We have suggested a number of ideas in past
issues for modular homestead layouts in which sunlit
garden spaces were a key element. Below are a few.

Architectural Provisions
How can the frontier architect, working with
pressurized structures and locally produced building materials, design in sunlit garden spaces? Once
one is convinced of all that is to be gained by having
“Earthpatches” and how much is to be lost by not
designing for them, this will not seem like a design
burden, but rather a design delight. It will be a
chance for the frontier architect to be creative, much
as they are with churches. While form follows func-

@@@@@@@@@@
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Extending Garden Spots throughout the Home
Solar access can be arranged not just for the
central garden area, but throughout the homestead,
delivered from central access ports through light
tubes to areas above planters as well as areas needing
accent or task lighting. Thus there could be islets of
greenery wherever one wanted to have them.
We might want planters, not lamps, in front of
“windows” - be they "periscopic" units or live video
screens - to act as reassuring living “filters” through
which to view the magnificent but chillingly barren
planetscapes beyond. Light pipe ports could funnel
in sunlight.

The plan of the actual table top model of our
modular “Moon Manor” introduced at ISDC ‘98 can be
seen at www.lunar-reclamation.org/page11mm.htm
There are many architectural solutions for
this concept and it is not our purpose to pick any one
but simply to help the reader visualize some of the
possibilities.
One interesting architectural allusion to
some familiar terrestrial homes would be a frontier
homestead built on the atrium garden courtyard plan
with the living areas surrounding and opening onto a
central garden area. Realizing that concept with
modular construction methods in locally produced
building materials is the challenge we put to wouldbe lunar architects. There is too much to be gained
from realization of this idea to let initial difficulties
stand in the way. It will be done sooner or later.
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Using light pipe layouts to channel sunlight
during the long dayspan and light from central
sulfur bulb megalamps during the two week long
nightspan, we can place planters, brimming with
foliage and flowers, wherever we want them: along
sidewalls, in the middle of large rooms, in sweeping
curves or simple straight lines. Thus sunlit planters
would be an especially great way to divide large
spaces into cozy room settings. The pools of light
would tend to visually obscure what lays behind
them, making a virtual visual “wall” between areas
with different functions.
How flexible would such a biological room
divider system be? In other words, would the light
pipe system and its ports be “rearrangeable?” After
all, there are those homemaker types who quickly get
bored with any given furniture arrangement, no
matter how well it is tailored to the the living space
shell (walls, doors, windows, fireplaces and other
immovable particulars.)
Given that light pipe systems would likely be
installed only with customer involvement in
placement of runs and location of ports (light fixtures), it
is most likely that they will be consist of modular
components. If so, it is probable that they can be
rearranged. At the most, it might involve ordering a
few more modular connectors etc. However, pointable
“spots” from a center ceiling-mounted pipe run
should do the trick of channelling the dayspan
sunshine (or nightspan substitute) wherever desired.
However, to the extent that some light access
components are likely to be built into the various
habitat modules, those would be more or less fixed.
“Use them or lose them.” These features would
include the sunlight point of entry “sundows” of
vrious designs. [See the illustration “Four Methods of
Solar Access” at the top of page 4, Col. B]
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Another built-in lighting fixture is likely to
be coves to hide ceiling washer lights -- of little use
to a plant lighting system anyway.

From MMM #75: “Lunar Appropriate Modular Architecture”
Another idea would be to
make use of the lower part of some
of the curved module walls for
terraced plantings without taking
up floor space that can be used for
walking. Many kinds of plants are
suitable for terracing, including
hanging ivy,cactus collections, and
even bonsai “forests.”
These terraces need not be
geometrically regular. Freeform ones would be more
nature-like and could even include mini-waterfalls.
The illustration above shows a such garden side-wall
terraces on the left, opposite built-in cabinets on the
right, neither infringing on walkings space.

regolith and lunar breccia rock, artfully arranged, in
front of window areas, and fringe them with plants.
This would “safely” invite the “Out-Vac” inside.
NOTE: not only would the regolith to be
brought inside first be sifted to remove the ultrafine
and troublesome “powder” but the remaining regolith
“sand” would also need to be magnet-purged of as
much of the free iron fines content as practical.
These fines have kept their “virginity” as far as
contact with moisture is concerned, intact for eons.
Once in a pressurized and humid environment, they
would rust. The graytones of the regolith would start
to take on rusty hues. And that would destroy any
illusion of an “indoors-outdoors” connection.

Options for Lunar Apartment Living
Homestead Gardens will have their counterpart in multi-unit housing commons, with resident
associations taking care of maintenance and upkeep.

Streetside Gardening Opportunities
Our homes are usually set on lots with front,
rear and side “yards” covered with grass, shrubery,
flowers etc. On the Moon or Mars “lots” are barren
and lifeless and without access to water or useful air.
The “front yard” and “garden” has to be interiorized,
located in the “reclaimed” space within the pressure
hull complex. This “reclamation” process allows us
to create “Earthpatches” in these unlikely settings.
Homesteads will not exist in mutual isolation
but be interconnected in a larger biospheric maze,
each opening via a securable pressure door onto a
pressurized “street” on the analogy of our terrestrial
residential blocks. If these streets are sunlit at
intervals, then these frontages are also oppotunities
for gardening - in public view.

Connecting Indoors and “Outdoors”
On Earth, a few older homes and many new
ones, are specially designed “to bring the outdoors
inside.” This is done with generous windows and
window walls and patio doors. Outdoor plants seem
visually connected to indoor ones. Using the same
floor material on an outdoor patio as in the inside
room opening onto the patio strengthens the illusion.
On the Moon where the “outdoors” strictly
speaking is barren, lifeless vacuum -- the “O u t - V a c ”
- - such a scheme is not possible. There is no
vegetation outside the window and windows cannot be
anywhere near as ample to keep depressurization
risk at bay. But we can still establish a “connection.”
Japanese style sand and rock plantless “gardens” are
a model. Lunan homesteaders can place areas of bare
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Water for the Gardens and Planters
Gardens require water, but not necessarily
“extra” water. There is no reason why the water to be
used in the gardens and planters, even in fountains
and waterfalls, can’t be waste water in some stage of
treatment. Indeed, some interior plant beds can be
integral to systems that provide primary treatment
for human wastes, both liquid and solid. Bill
Wolverton, a retired NASA environmental engineer
has had such a system running trouble-free in his
Houston home for decades. Not only is it surprisingly
odor free and pathogen-free, but the air within his
home is always fresh and sweet. We’ve written about
his system before in MMM #116 July ‘98, “A Modular
Approach to Biospherics” and incorporated a representation of it in our table top Moonbase. [See the
link on page 5 col. A.] Read about Wolverton’s work
at: http://www.wolvertonenvironmental.com/dww.htm
His just-published book, “Growing Clean Water”,
joins his previous work, “How to Grow Fresh Air.”
On Earth, every pound of living human flesh
depends upon hundreds of pounds (or tons) of plant
matter, every pound of which is supported by many
tons of water -- consider the oceans! On the Moon it
would be foolhardy to depend on marginal quantities
of water. Even with conservative practices in both
industry and agriculture and domestic use, we are
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going to need a lot of water. But we can stretch water
much much further if we put it to work at every stage
of its recycling loop.
Given these considerations, and the wisdom of
building homes with integral primary waste water
treatment systems, means that ample water for
domestic garden spaces will be available -- must be
made available. The “Earthpatch” concept is not only
doable, but a must from several points of view:
overall waste water and stale air treatment
strategies, psychological health of the pioneer
population, and opportunities to raise vegetables,
herbs, spices, dye stuff plants, and flowers not
included in the community gardens and agricultural
areas. In a future article, we will explore how homestead gardening can be the foundation of a versatile,
varied, and thriving “Cottage Industry.”

Summing up
Quite by serendipity, it came to my attention
recently that the Japanese word for “home” when
written in the older Chinese character, is rendered
by a compound character with one part being the
character for “house” and the other “garden.” I
suggest that the Japanese have it right. A house
without a garden, inside and/or outside, may be a
cozy house, but it just isn’t quite a “home.”
On Earth, the biosphere is a planet-wide
given. We can get away with “ignoring” it in
designing, building, and furnishing our homes. The
biosphere will coddle us whether we make an effort
to “integrate” our homes with it or not.
On the Moon, even on Mars, there is no given
biosphere. In each settlement, all habitable spaces
and structures will share a pressurized “safe house”
and a shared mini-biosphere nourished within it.
That human-installed biosphere will always be at
risk. Partially distributing the happy task of maintaining it by the modular approach to biospherics
that incorporates an “Earthpatch” and primary waste
water treatment system in every living quarters is a
strategy that makes sense.
On the frontier, we will have to “interiorize”
the biosphere. That needs to become not only public,
communal practice, but also “second nature” for each
pioneer individual. With this approach, frontier
children will grow up with “the biosphere instinct”
and be green-conscious, fresh-water conscious, fresh
air-conscious. It is hard to see how frontier settlements can survive long term without establishing
such a “culture” of greening wherever possible.
To be honest, not all of us (myself sadly
included) have “green thumbs.” But that may be less
a case of inborn talent than of how we were individually raised. Started early, most children can learn
how to care for plants, and learn to enjoy doing so.
“Patches of old Earth” will be welcome everywhere, but “Reclamation Starts at Home.”
<MMM>
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Cosmic Weather Flux Translators
for Unique Sound & Light Shows
by Peter K o k h
Are any of the phenomena of the Moon’s
cosmic weather sufficiently variable over a range
that would allow their “translation” via automatic
devices to “cosmic music,” or better, “sound & light
shows?” Perhaps, perhaps not.

Nature provides the example: the Aurora
A prime example of what we have in mind
exists here on Earth in Nature herself. The
natural processes that produce the “Northern
Lights” or Aurora Borealis might be thought of as
a “Solar Wind Flux Translator.” Northerners
occasionally get to see this unpredictable spectacle, especially in the countryside far from the
glare of city lights. In Canada and border regions
of the U.S., the odds are best. For those who flee/
have fled character-forging winters for Cottonelle
Climates, the lost Aurora is part of the trade off
package they bought into.
The Aurora is caused by charge particles
funneling in towards the surface at Earth’s geomagnetic poles. These poles do not coincide with
the North or South geographical poles but are
displaced from it somewhat because the magnetic
dynamo of molten iron in Earth’s core seems to
have its own displaced axis. The North Magnetic
Pole is not far east of Resolute and Devon Island.
Thus North Americans are much better placed to
see the aurora than northern Europeans or Asians.
These auroral displays are “ribbons” of
light that are constantly changing in color and
intensity. Watching them change color, height, and
brightness is an enthralling, captivating experience. All this activity indirectly captures and
“translates” into a visual medium we can enjoy,
the flux of within the Solar Wind. That flux varies
greatly over time and is most prominent during
periods of high activity on the Sun’s surface, in an
eleven year cycle.
The Moon lacks the powerful magnetic dynamo
in its relatively tiny iron core to make the Solar
Wind particles dance to its tune in this way. So the
Aurora is something Lunans will probably never
enjoy. I say probably, because there is a definite
local weak magnetic field centered in Mare Ingenii on
the Farside, at the antipodes of the catastrophic
impact that carved out the Mare Imbrium basin on the
Nearside. It would be an interesting experiment to
see if we could coax a visual show out of this minifield by detonation release of a cloud of charged
particles overhead of this point.
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Such idle speculation aside, it might be worth
investigating to see if the Moon’s cosmic weather
elements can be put to work by one artificial
electronic device or another to create a unique sound
and light show. Such a uniquely Lunar, however manassisted display might become something for many
future Lunans to enjoy, making up in some small way
for all the beauties of Nature in the Earthly paradise
they have left behind: the clouds, sunrises, sunsets,
and auroras; lightning.

What we have to work with
• The Cosmic Rays that wash the lunar surface
constantly and relentlessly would seem to do so
with no significant rhythm or variation. They are
probably too monotonous and “noisy.” But not to
be dismissed without a college try.
• Ditto Micrometeorites, which fall in a constant
soft “rain,” except possibly during seasonal
“meteor showers, ” the same Leonids, Perseids,
Aquarids and others we enjoy on Earth. Only
Lunans, having no atmosphere to heat them up
into streaking blobs of plasma, won’t get to enjoy
these showers as we do. But again, could we create
some substitute intercepting medium that would
transform this invisible show into something we
can sense, if only on a screen?
• U V - only some comparatively innocuous fraction
of the Sun’s ultraviolet rays get through to
Earth’s surface. They strike the Moon’s surface,
however, in full strength, fury raw, and untamed.
Does the rate vary with solar activity cycles, does
the spectral mix of the incoming UV vary over
time? These are things worth investigating.
• Solar Flares, when uncharacteristically strong,
are a nuisance for our highly electronic civilization, creating a lot of havoc with the upper
atmosphere. On the Moon, with no Van Allen belt
to even partially deflect their blast, they can be
lethal to anyone on the surface poorly protected.
They come and they go - a crescendo, climax and
and an anticlimax. Again, are there patterns
here, and enough variation to be translated to
some sort of awe-instilling, soul-touching
beauty? We’ll have to experiment.
• The Solar Wind: This we have already talked
about [bottom of column to the left]

Variation and Time Scales
Variation in “volume” or “frequency” or
“wave length” can easily be handled by the right
choice of logarithmic scales on which to base the
“translation” of the flux to within our normal
audible and visual ranges. No problem.
The only showstopper is monotony -- real
monotony, not just apparent lack of variation. If some
cosmic weather phenomenon varies in intensity or
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wavelength etc. only over boringly long times out of
synch with human attention spans, that just means
that a “live translator” is not a workable choice. We
can adjust the “speed” to one at which what variation
there is catches and holds our interest. That is, we
produce “recorded sound & light shows.”
One possibility is to take “cuttings” with
distinctive characteristics, and using them as words
or elements, compose Nature-inspired sound and
light works that are a collaboration of Nature and a
human artist. This too would be enriching.

The Screen
Nature produces the Northern Lights on the
sweeping stage of northern nighttime dark sky
horizons. No such “screen” is available for future
Lunans. Any inventive “cosmic weather flux translator” they devise (or we, for them) will have to be
“played” on a man-made stage of some sort.
The auroras vary swiftly and in each circumpolar direction. There is probably enough to work
with in the Solar Wind that if we can come up with an
analog electronic translator, we will want to display
it on a very wide (eye-wide) high definition screen.
Other phenomena of cosmic weather washing
the Moon’s surface may have less degrees of variation
and require simpler displays systems -- a normal
HDTV screen or even just surround sound alone.

So What’s the Point?
We have no suggestions how inventors can
work around these many challenges, but we are
confident that given enough creative resourcefulness
and a few serendipitous eurekas along the way, it can
and will be done. Whether they produce satisfying
results in each area of cosmic weather or only in the
one we know has the right ingredients (the Auroramaking Solar Wind,) the results could prove popular,
even with say the same cross-section of people who
like New Age music. And the ultimate natural screen
saver could be a byproduct!
Cosmic weather flux translation broadcasts
will not enthrall everyone, but then not everyone
pays attention to a beautiful sunset (or aurora!(. But
if it enthralls some, that will be a plus.
Actually, Nearside Lunans (Farsiders, too, by
“cable”) are guaranteed one sky spectacle that no one
on Earth can enjoy -- the spectacle of the ever
changing colors, seasons, phases, cloud patterns,
snow cover, and urban night lights of an Earth globe
hanging in the sky, a globe twice as wide and sixty
times as bright as the full Moon we get to enjoy. Our
point is to add more nature-tuned “performances!”
The ancient Greeks spoke about the “Music of
the Spheres.” Future Lunans may collaborate with
Nature in arranging performances that many can
enjoy. On the Moon, where pioneer will have given up
so many of the delights of Earth, can we begrudge
them of such “celestial” delights?
<MMM/>
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Getting K-12 Kids to think about
What it will be like to live on the Moon
The Moon Society's Moon Flag Contest
http://www.moonsociety.org/flag/
by Gregory R. Bennett, Moon Society President

http://www.moonsociety.org
Please make NEWS submissions to
David Wetnight at newsmonger@asi.org
Other submissions: KokhMMM@aol.com

The Moon Society was formed in July, 2000 as a
broad-based membership organization with local
chapters, to spearhead a drive for the further
exploration and utilization of the Moon in cooperation with other like-focused organizations and
groups.
Artemis Society International was formed in
August 1994 as a forum for supporters and participants in the Artemis Project™ quest to establish a commercial Moonbase as a first step to a
permanent, self-supporting lunar community. ASI
does not engage in any form of comm ercial business directly, but seeks to build a Project support
business team. Registered trademarks of the
Artemis Project ™ belong to The Lunar Resources
Company ®

Join/Renew Online at
www.moonsociety.org/register/

Questions? e m a i l :
membership@asi.org

NOTE: Entries may include an essay of not more than
2000 words explaining the design of the flag and its
symbolism. This is not required, but is strongly
encouraged and will be considered part of the entry
for judging purposes if it accompanies the submitted
image. A contestant may submit multiple entries.

The Artemis Project™
http://www.asi.org/

Project LETO™
http://www.projectleto.org/
Please send all mail related to Memberships to:

The Moon Society Membership Services
PO Box 940825, Plano, TX 75094-0825, USA
How to fix MMM Subscription Errors:
w w w .asi.org/adb/06/09/04/1999/09/ n e w s - 1 9 9 9 0 9 1 5 . h t m l
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The director of the National Space Grant
Foundation will present the plan to the directors of
the state space grant consortia in a meeting in Alaska
this month. If all goes well, the Moon Flag Contest
idea will be presented in every K-12 school in the
country, and overseas as well. I'm hoping lots of kids
will participate.
Meanwhile, I'm working on some materials
that can be downloaded as PDF files and handed out
in the classroom.
I wish we could afford to send
paper, but we can't; so I think a PDF that will look
nice on a laser printer is our next best thing.
This idea was born on artemis-list, and the
space grant folks really liked it. Designing a flag is
the best way I've thought of so far to invite kids to
think about what it would be like to live in the Moon
because it requires them to try to think from the
perspective of someone living on the Moon, imagine
what is important to them and what is unique about
them.
I hope this will lead to some far-ranging
discussions with quite a depth of learning.
Local chapters could also participate in this
activity.
Folks could contact the schools in their
area, and maybe even visit classes to help lead
discussions about living in the Moon.
Those how have the resources might also help
with scanning images of the kids' artwork and getting
essays submitted. (Note that the whole thing is electronic, again to save costs. We just can't afford the
labor to handle paper. On the other hand, you can do
artwork in Kidpix that would work nicely as a flag)
The existing web site outlines the basic plan.
I am hoping we can offer additional prizes but will
have to see how the budget works out. At the request
of the space grants, we will ask the judges to select a
best flag winner from each state as well as a grand
prize winner. We also intend to have the grand prize
winner's flag made into a real flag, to be presented at
the Moon Society conference next year.

NOTE: “Greening the Gray,” an anthem for Lunar
Pioneers by MMM Editor Peter Kokh ( © 1990) points
out many of the things that will make settlers proud.
http://www.uwm.edu/~schamber/MSFS/
MSFire/Vol2No5-6/greening.html
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Lowering Project LETO’s High Threshold

space, and available at a relatively cheap price.
While the Mars Society has been able to have
For Phase I, let’s design, fabricate, and deploy two versions of its design fabricated at a reasonable
a “doable” M.A.R.S. -like L.U.N.A.* Analog Station
price, the real thing does not exist except on drawing
by Peter Kokh
boards, and will not become real except through a
[* L.U.N.A. Lunar Utilization & Necessities Analog]
very costly government development program. “A
bird in the hand ...”
So in large measure, the design process comes
down to decisions on interior outfitting. SpaceHab
modules are built for use in zero G not on the Moon.
So we need to determine a vertical orientation and
floor system, and passageways between the connected
duplex modules, plus an airlock. We don’t have to go
into details, just come up with a design that will
work for operations simulation purposes.
The next step would be to put our a request
for proposals from various potential fabricators of
our serviceable mockup “analog station.” AND put
out a plea for major sponsors as well as individual
donations. The Mars Society did not finance its two
analog stations, one in the arctic, the other to be
deployed in the American Southwest, from general
funds. The whole concept of a reasonable analog
Image © 1998 Vik Olliver
station where people can practice operations on Mars’
In fact, the tour guides have been out for lunch for
(or the Moon’s) surface is evidently exciting to a
three years. The Moon Society has its Project LETO
large cross-section of the public. “Build it, and they
plans. There seems to be little agreement on how to
will come!” Only here, by build it, we mean build the
start on what would be a very elaborate educationdesign and have cost estimates from real fabricators.
tourism-research facility. But without a “doable”
What “will come” is the money.
Phase I, LETO is “at risk” of never being built.
It is extremely hard to sell such a concept to
leaders who have had to struggle with perennially
Design, Fabricate, Deploy - a serviceable
limited budgets - the idea that you can do something
Artemis Moonbase Analog Earth Station
exciting without touching the group’s treasury. It has
The design for a first Artemis Moonbase™ that proved impossible to convince the National Space
is currently worked into the Artemis Project™ Refer- Society of this, and that very frustration absolutely
ence Mission is a complex that consists of three necessitated creation of a new “have gutzpah, will do
duplex SpaceHab modules ganged together side by it” society, the Mars Society, whose growth has been
side along with an airlock, sitting on the framework phenomenal. People can see that here is o n e outfit
that was used to lower it off the lander stack to a that will not rest with talk-talk, but it determined to
horizontal position.
“just do it.” These are bitter words for others who
cannot make the paradigm shift, and dismiss the
Mars effort as so much grandstanding. Rather, it is
those who only talk, and dare not do, that grandstand.
The Moon Society, and the associated Artemis
Society in which there is joint membership, has
remained small to date. The concept of the Artemis
Project™ is great. Predictably, it does not win over
those addicted to government socialized space. But to
grow, we don’t have to win Apollo Program junkies,
You can see this deployment scheme at:
we simply have to build our Field of Dreams. We
http://www.asi.org/images/asi199500026.mov
regret any perceived stepping on toes that such a
The great advantage of using duplex SpaceHab
suggestion involves, but it needs to be done.
modules, especially in comparison with the MarsHab
design favored by the Mars Society, is that these Where should L.U.N.A. 1 be deployed?
Note that we do not have to determine the
modules exist. They are an off-the-shelf item, the
only existing ready-to-buy
and space-tested habitat deployment location of our L.U.N.A. station in order
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to design it, call for RFPs from a variety of potential
fabricators, and make funding appeals. There is time
for site selection. But it is important to begin determining how much space we will need to allow for
adding such things as an agricultural unit, fabrication shop, sun-shade ramada, solar power arrays,
etc.). We should allow 2 or 3 times as much growth
space as we now think we might need -- at least.
Next we should look at how much space we
might want for a tourist visitors center slash forward
base camp. This space should be nearby (e.g. within a
mile or two) but need not be contiguous. There are
such things as busses, ... er shuttle craft! Public
parking access at the L.U.N.A. is unnecessary.
Experimentation and fabrication shops can be
at either location. Those that would be on Earth in a
real scenario can be at the Tourist Center. Those that
need to be on the Moon would be at the L.U.N.A. site.
Space for the analog outpost itself can either
be purchased or leased by agreement, say with the
National Park service. The idea here is to have the
actual analog outpost not on just any old piece of
vacant desert rock and sand, but in a barren
moonlike terrain with minimal vegetation and some
geological analogies to features we will find on the
Moon. There must be many sites worth considering
besides the Nevada desert -- Death Valley National
Monument, Oregon lavatube country, Craters of the
Moon National Monument, etc. to name those that
come easily to mind. I’m sure that there are others.

Redeployability
The chosen inline complex of airlock / three
ganged SpaceHab modules on a truss platform makes
it eminently trailerable. This is a distinct advantage over the redeployable Mars Desert Research
Station. The M.D.R.S. has to be taken apart, moved,
and then reassembled. The L.U.N.A. complex only
needs to be disconnected from on site utilities, and
then towed. Actually, we will need to rotate the 13.5’
high SpaceHab complex on its back (or tummy, in
order to be within standard 14.5’ bridge clearance
requirements.

This clearance requirement will pose some
constraints on how the airlock is sized and shaped
and how the structure is tied to its truss frame as
well as wheel placement. But none of these considerations would seem to be a lurking a showstopper.
As is to be done with the redeployable Mars
Desert station, the L.U.N.A. station could have both
its research seasons and an off-season in which it
goes on tour to various space centers around North
America. Moon Society membership will swell.
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Advantages of having a L.U.N.A.
The upside of such a project is considerable:
• We will be able to greatly improve the first lunar
return mission plan by our operational simulations, finding the need for out-buildings and for
equipment that we had not considered
• We may find design flaws that need correction if
the facility is to provide maximum support for
lunar surface operations, etc.
• We will have a chance to try various schemes for
emplacement of regolith shielding over the base
• We can test the merits of the various competing
biologically assisted waste recycling systems,
some of them combined with food production
• “Overnighting” exercises are at the top of the list
in overall importance. Until we can safely “overnight” on the Moon, we won’t be back to stay! -We will be able to simulate abundant power operations during simulated dayspans as well as test
various ways to remain productive while using
much less energy during simulated nightspans.
For the former, we can use powerful floodlights
at night to simulate continuous dayspan periods.
For the latter, we can have a large frame for a
light-blocking tarp - or more simply, just shutter
the portholes of the outpost. Helmets could have
dark glass or filters that turn blue sky to black
• We can try sunshades over the entry porch area
and dust-cleaning surfaces on airlock stoops.
• We can test various schemes for storing abundant
dayspan solar power for use during nightspan,
looking for the advantages and disadvantages.
• We could field test different interior outfittings
from season to season to test ergonomics and
effect on operations productivity, crew morale
and satisfaction. We could hold an interior layout
design competition with given set specifications
for equipment and functions to be accommodated
and crew size. Competition entries will give us
an early idea of the kind of generic attachment
points we may want to build into the structure.
Some of the lessons to be learned have already
been clarified by operations simulations at the Mars
Arctic Research Station on Devon Island. It won’t
hurt us to validate them, however. But that brings us
to the topic of differences between the Moon and Mars
that will affect how astronaut pioneers operate in the
two different environments. We have already touched
on simulating the 29.5 day long lunar dayspan /
nightspan cycle. The M.A.R.S. and M.D.R.S. stations
impose a ten minute built in time delay in two-way
radio communications with “mission control.” Our
L.U.N.A. station needs only a 3 second time delay.
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The Moon has a much more severe range of
thermal extremes. Clinging dust is a problem on the
Moon. We don’t know that about Mars yet, but on that
world, dust storms are a problem. The Mars people
will be looking for fossils of algal mats and bacteria
whereas the lunar astronauts will be looking only for
minerals and geological features.

Analog Fidelity:
The L.U.N.A. outpost structure must be faithful only to the point that it can support simulated
operations which should reveal how long different
operations will take, how difficult and/or fatiguing
they will be, and what kinds of equipment not
previously thought of would make each task easier.
The same is true of our simulated Moonsuits.
They must provide the same degree of cumbersomeness that we will experience on the Moon, the same
ventilation, thermal control, drinking arrangements,
communications, etc. Radiation-proofing, punctureresistance, and amount of thermal insulation need
not be duplicated for the suits to play their major
supporting role in simulating outpost operations.

L.U.N.A. and Project LETO
L.U.N.A. is the right place to start. Building a
tourist slash educational facility first in order to
find the funds to do research is frankly an “cartbefore-the-horse” approach with a very strong risk
of stalling out in an early phase. Further, the LETO
approach would seem too dependent on major casinoscale infusions of capital. And, ... we would become
beholden to stockholders who do not necessarily
share our vision of how the complex should develop.
L.U.N.A. does not need a sugar-daddy, at least
not one with pockets so deep. To become real, L.U.N.A.
only needs to tap advertising budget monies rather
than investment monies seeking a good return.
With L.U.N.A. as a reality, it’ll become much
easier to segue into the envisioned Project LETO
complex. We begin with a Tourist / Visitors Center -a conference room, library, museum, exhibits, and
gift shop, etc. -- not necessarily in that order.
Motorcycle-style 2-man Lunar Ascent Vehicle

Labor Costs to Operate L.U.N.A.
If we follow the system proving eminently
workable for both the M.A.R.S. and M.D.R.S. analog
stations, all personnel are there as volunteers. It has
proved no problem at all to attract volunteers with
considerable expertise in the various fields of operations to be simulated. The Mars Society does pick up
transportation costs, food, and en route lodging. This
•
lesser burden is also covered by enthused donors.
“People have been talking about establishing a
simulated human Mars exploration base for at
least 20 years; we finally made it happen. It was
done through the efforts of Mars Society volunteers, not just those who served in the crew, but
hundreds of others. It was Mars Society volunteers
who first developed the plans for the station, who
raised or contributed the money, who helped
publicize the project, who went in to get the fabrication work done at the factory, who pitched in
building the hab on Devon last year when the
chips were down, who worked out the mission
communication protocols, who designed and sewed
the spacesuits and soldered their packs, who
helped with the planning and logistics, who
manned Mission Support and our public outreach
portal at Kennedy Space Center. Still more volunteers, right now, are working to create analog
pressurized rovers that will take to the field as
part of our Mars Desert Research Station when it
becomes active this fall.” - R. Zubrin
The challenge for us is to do the same and
stand up and be counted, rising to the occasion.
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A mockup of this vehicle is guarnteed to be an
exciting exhibit in the Visitors Center, especially
if tourists can take turns trying out the couches.
A little appropriate music, rocket engine roar,
liquid CO 2 “smoke”, and vibration please!
We could find ourselves waiting years for
money that never comes to start an endless project as
a way to eventually be doing what we should be doing
in the first place. Or we can put the horse b e f o r e the
cart and have L.U.N.A. up and operating within two
years. First we have to agree that this is the better
way to begin, and then, step by step, just do it!
NOTE: The ideas, concepts, and strategies outlined in
this article are those of the author only, and have
been put forth as a trial balloon without consultation
with the Moon Society leadership. Our continued
dedication to the purposes of the Society are in no
way conditioned upon a favorable hearing of these
ideas. it is our belief that all ideas and concepts are
best matured (become more fully “baked”) in the heat
of alternative ideas and concepts. While unpleasant,
no duty is more helpful than that of a devil’s
advocate in this respect. We wish to offend no one. PK
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Meandering Through The Universe
A Column on the Cooperative Movement
on the Space Frontier © 2001 by Richard Richardson

Concrete: Space Frontier Construction Material
Concrete: The stuff dreams are made of ... (if
you happen to be a heavy sleeper, anyway) ...
There is plenty of reason to believe that
cement mortar and concrete will be among the most
commonly used construction materials on the final
frontier. Metals, glass, and perhaps even things like
high tech ceramics will have their uses, but good old
concrete will almost certainly play a primary role in
space infrastructure.
Concrete components exposed to extreme heat
don't burn, melt, warp, or sag. And if they have been
engineered correctly, made correctly, and are fully
cured they also will not usually chip or crack. Of
course, like all stone, even concrete has a melting
temperature. But it is well above the range of temperatures encountered in most common calamities — far
above the melting temperatures of metals.
On the other hand, concrete components are
relatively heavy, have limited tensile strength, and
limited flexibility. It isn't a perfect material in
every way, but it comes about as close as is possible
for many construction applications, especially when
integrated with steel rods (as is common here on
Earth) or (as might be more advantageous in space)
other materials or additives.
Here on Earth we have an abundance of other
building materials easily available (such as lumber,
straw, bricks made of organic materials, tars, old
automobile tires, etc.). We also have a thick, breathable atmosphere which removes the need for pressure
tightness and introduces significant thermal gains
and losses via convection. So it is often convenient to
use other materials which, under the circumstances
are less expensive, easier to work with, and/or just
more appealing for any real or arbitrary reason.
But nearly all of the alternative materials are
composed of large percentages of complex organic
chemicals, are only produced over long periods of
time, require large amounts of energy in their manufacturing and/or finishing process(es), are formed by
natural processes of Earth (and are not economically
created via any other known process), or some combination of these. Consequently, most of these other
materials would have to be shipped from Earth in a
partially processed or finished condition or would
require extremely large and expensive infrastructure development.
Concrete is different. Concrete is a combination of cement, sand, and gravel. According to Dr. T.
D. Lin, cement is calcium silicates with high activation energies. Although usually described as a
mixture of limestone and clay, it is irrelevant where
the calcium and silicon come from or what their state
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as raw materials. The important thing is that, by
whatever process, calcium and silicon are combined
to yield high activation energy calcium silicates.
Silicon and calcium are available in dust, sand, and
rocks in space. With research it might be possible to
identify other chemical combinations which work as
well or better (mechanically and/or economically)
for the raw cement powder.
The other ingredient in cement is sand, and
for concrete: gravel. Water is necessary to activate
the chemical process involved, but most of it can be
reclaimed at the end of the process or just released to
the surroundings. Larger stones, while not necessary,
are quite useful as filler to reduce the quantity of
concrete required. Stones can also be used effectively
to provide aesthetic interest.
Sand is just sub-millimeter diameter rock
larger than about 10 micro-meters in diameter (i.e.,
larger than dust). Gravel is rock with diameters
between one and five centimeters, more or less. Most
of the other solid surface planets and moons in our
solar system (especially in the inner solar system)
offer quantities of sand and gravel. In most cases,
sifting would be the only processing necessary to
separate usable material from the remaining regolith.
Water may be so valuable early on as to be
difficult to afford, but it (and the hydrogen and
oxygen from which it is created) are fairly plentiful
throughout the solar system. Besides, since water is
critical for life support it is fairly certain that the
means of mining water directly or of producing it
from its elemental parts will quickly be developed
and implemented. The larger stones are, like sand
and gravel, widely available on the surfaces of the
inner planets and their satellites.
And then there is the problem of curing the
concrete. Curing is the dynamic set of chemical
reactions which change the mixture from a viscous
fluid to a solid. Because of our lack of experience
with using cement in space we don't know all of the
implications or the range of workarounds relevant to
trying to cure concrete in settings with very low or
zero surface pressures (unlike conditions in an
"atmosphere" or body of water).
Curing concrete wouldn't necessarily be a
problem inside a pressurized habitable volume in
space ... at least for the concrete. However, it might
seem that there would be potentially serious affects
with regard to life support. By our experience,
concrete that is in the process of curing (a process
that can go on for years at an ever decreasing rate)
soaks up a lot of oxygen and releases a lot of carbon
dioxide — as the Biosphere II people found out the
hard way. If significant masses of concrete were
curing inside of an inhabited volume the life support
system's oxygen output and carbon dioxide scrubbing
capacities might have to be far more productive and
responsive than would otherwise be the case. Since it
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is certainly reasonable to think that construction
inside of a habitat volume could continue even after
the volume is sealed and even after it is inhabited it
would seem reasonable to apply research to finding
solutions to this problem.
The solution may be easier than it might
seem,however. The O 2 sponge/CO 2 outgassing effect
may be purely an artifact of curing concrete that has
a good deal of organic impurities in it, either from
uncalcined calcium carbonate, or from the “clay”
used as a source of aluminosilicates. Pure cement
concrete ingredients processed on the Moon would be
virtually carbon free, and hence would "inhale" very
little oxygen, "exhale" very little carbon dioxide,
and cure relatively quickly.
There currently remain some problems with
using concrete in space and there certainly will be
situations for which other materials will be more
appropriate. But once large scale development begins
it is likely that concrete will easily beat out most of
the other alternatives for most construction applications. Concrete comes out ahead of those materials
that require importing a lot of ingredients from
Earth, require huge investments in infrastructure to
be produced, are much more energy intensive in their
production, or any combination of these drawbacks.

New High-Tech “Concrete”
And then there are "advanced" formulations
of cement and concrete. Popular Science reports that
the Lafarge company of Lyon, France has developed a
concrete product it calls D u c t a l . Ductal is concrete
but is able to bend without cracking or breaking
(apparently more or less in the same range as wood).
It is also far stronger than ordinary concrete.
Ductal products might include such things as
thin, high pressure concrete pipe and smaller,
lighter, non-brittle beams that require considerably
less reinforcement. Lafarge claims that Ductal beams
of similar size, strength, and weight to steel I-beams
will cost less than the steel beams and can be made at
or near the construction site. The company also has a
concrete product which fills and compacts significantly better than traditional concrete.
A product with these characteristics could
prove very valuable in a low gravity environment.
The catch, of course, is that these products require
a small percentage of additives to give the concrete
these useful characteristics. I don't know what the
additives consist of but it seems likely that they
would have to be shipped from Earth, at least until
patents expired or Lafarge developed a plant off
Earth. Even so, for such valuable structural characteristics, it might be worth the expense.
<RRR>
[Editor: other recent developments include glass
fiber reinforced concrete, something easily made on
the Moon. Concrete used to make pressure hulls has
to be highly reinforced, as concrete is normally much
weaker under tension than compression. -- PK.]
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Two New Cassini Program Slide Sets
"A Trip to Saturn" chronicles the assembly, launch,
and journey of Cassini-Huygens to the Saturn System.
"The Saturn System" is a compilation of images of
Saturn, its moons, rings, and magnetospheres as seen
through Voyager and the Hubble Space Telescope.
To view new slide sets, go to:
• http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/cassini/
• Click-on Cassini-Huygens website
• Click-on Gallery

SpaceDev Progress Report
from Jim Benson <Jim@SpaceDev.com> 8/14/01
Space Dev Founder, Chairman, CEO
MTV: SpaceDev test fired its revolutionary
miniature orbital Maneuvering and Transfer Vehicle
(MTV). The 25 kg MTV is the smallest of the family of
three, and is designed to move payloads from GTO to
LEO or GEO with up to 1600 m/s of delta-v. The MTV
is optionally designed to perform on-orbit rendezvous, with a universal payload interface. Customer
payloads can perform inspection, repair, refueling,
robotic manipulation, science, Earth observation, or
operations on other orbiting satellites. More:
http://www.spacedev.com/media/recent_news.htm
CHIPSat: We are now assembling and testing
the "flatsat" version of CHIPSat, the 70 kg microsat
for Berkeley. Launch May 15 - June 2, 2002. More:
http://spacedev.com/products/earthorbit.html
SURVEY: SpaceDev & Sea Launch are working
to provide inexpensive secondary Domestic launches
for government and commercial users on a regular
basis. We are currently performing a market survey
of all those who need / might need smallsat launches.
MARS MSR: SpaceDev is part of an effort to
define a wide variety of possible Mars Sample Return
Missions. Details:
http://s p a c e d e v . c o m / m e d i a / p r e s s r e l e a s e / 2 3 a p r 0 1 . h t m l
MARS MAV: We are part of a team exploring
concepts for The Mars Sample Return Ascent Vehicle.
SpaceDev is analyzing propulsion possibilities for
JPL for the possible use of our unique, advanced
hybrid rocket motors for Mars return samples. More:
http://www.spacedev.com/media/recent_news.htm
HYBRIDS: A long string of successes in Space
Dev's development and test firing of hybrid rocket
motor-based products has made us a leader in the
developing safe rocket motors for suborbital human
space flight, and orbital maneuvering vehicles. M o r e :
http://spacedev.com/products/
Hybrid_Propulsion_RLV.htm
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$200,000 Simplesat Launched by Shuttle
Ist Orbiting Amateur Telescope

eaRTH-SpaCe
Saturday, October 13th, 2001
Mars Migration &
Earth Regeneration Workshop
Lothlorien Nature Sanctuary,
Bedford, Indiana

http://www.cnn.com/2001/TECH/space/
08/20/discovery.undock/index.html

A multi-media-driven discussion circle and think
tank focusing on frontier science, future settlements on Mars and tools & technology for the
regreening of Spaceship Earth
Two sessions: 10 AM - noon and 1 PM-4 PM
Admission $10 (includes both sessions and lunch)
Galaxy Dance & Sky Watch Party 8 PM until 1 AM
Gaze through the telescopes - wish on the stars or
cosmicly converse around the campfire then step
inside the solar electrified hall to emerse yourself in light and sound spin around - dance the
round costumes are AOK
Admission to the Galaxy Dance and Sky Party: $5
(refreshments are available)
EVERYONE WELCOME - BRING THE FAMILY
Camp-over passes: $5/person (BYO camping gear)
limited indoor space for sleeping bags available
Full package, including camping: $20
No advance registration necessary
Sponsored by:
the Green CELSS Task Force
the Indiana Chapter of the Mars Society
Starlight Technology
the Elf Lore Family, Inc.
Dare to explore the final frontier!
Online map to Lothlorien at:
http://www.elflore.org/rdmap.html

Simplesat was launched on August 10, 2001
on the Orbiter Discovery for mission STS-105. Last
on the mission’s task list was the deployment of
Simplesat in its HitchHiker protective cannister.
Simplesat is about 2’ long, 18” in diameter.
Its success could demonstrate that off-the-shelf
commercial technology can be used to build inexpensive satellites. Dave Skillman built the 52 kg craft
with some volunteer help, for only $200,000. He
serves as the project's principal investigator.
Simplesat Homepage
http://ltpwww.gsfc.nasa.gov/simplesat/
S i m p l e s a t is an inexpensive 3- axis stabilized spacecraft with a 12” telescope - or in NASA
speak, “optical science gathering capability”. it has a
GPS receiver to determine its orientation, information that will be used to control the telescope aim.
Simplesat will orbit Earth for 5 months or so
before its orbit decays. During that time Skillman,
working at Goddard Space Flight Center, will attempt
to communicate with Simplesat by ham radio.
SimpleSat is sponsored by The Laser Remote
Sensing Branch of the Laboratory for Terrestrial
Physics at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center & the
Goddard Director's Discretionary Fund.
Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

70 day Jupiter Movie sees Patterns in Chaos
• http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/videos/jupiter
• http://ciclops.lpl.arizona.edu

@@@@@@@@@@

Design a low-cost satellite with modest capabilities
Construct satellite and pass all STS safety reviews
Launch / Operate to evaluate on-orbit performance
Accomplish all the above without infrastructure
Design, construct, operate using DDF funding levels

• Demonstration flight for :
• College/university constructed spacecraft
• Aircraft/sounding rocket alternative
• Potential RTOP/Incubator "missions"
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Readers, We have a Problem!
From the MMM Editor
Every year, MMM takes a plunge into the
light side, putting together a collection of “News
Reports” from the “AFD News Agency” in the
April issue. “Tell people what they want to
believe, and no matter how fictitious, they will
believe it” - at least for a few moments. We have
always expected that the reader will quickly
realize that we are having a little fun “pulling
legs.” And I believe we have taken due measures to
ensure that this will be the case.
Apparently we have given readers too much
credit. This year, according to several sources,
our report about “Swansong ”, a tiny faint brown
dwarf star discovered only 8 light months out and
coming our way, was taken seriously by a good
number of readers, none of whom will I embarrass
by mentioning by name.
Always read the fine print! On the bottom of
each annual report from the “AFD News Agency”,
we have always posted the following disclaimer.

Is having to turn one’s newsletter upside
down to read the fine print too much to ask? If we
have crossed the line, we apologize. We have been
reluctant to otherwise tip our hand by admitting
what we are up to. After all, this spoils our fun
for next year, and perhaps every year afterwards.
But when we were contacted by an astronomer from
Yerkes Observatory recently about our sources for
this story, we felt it was necessary to come clean.
Yes, all annual issues numbers ending in 4,
fifteen of them in all starting in 1987, contain
collections of such fictitious reports. Our only
regret is that the game is up. Or is it?
Putting together MMM for the past fifteen
years has been a lot of work, much of it, but not
all, enjoyable. We think your tireless editor is
entitled to a little mischief! -- PK

Air Force Puts Nail in X-33, X-34 Coffins
Report & Editorial Commentary
The U.S. Air Force has made a brief statement
that it has decided not to pick up the X-33, X-34, or
any other projects canceled by NASA.
That does not mean all is lost. It is possible
that especially sound and promising technologies
involved will become part of future, better designed
X-programs, either in the U.S. or elsewhere. In our
opinion, the X-33 tried to do way too much all in
one program, abandoning the time-tested X-vehicle
philosophy of testing and proving one new technology
at a time.And there lingers the offensive smell of a
program whose primary purpose seems to have been
to make work for Lockheed Martin. -- PK

@@@@@@@@@@

Trouble in the Mars Society?
Report & Editorial Commentary
In early September, several members of the
Mars Society Steering Committee resigned: Kim
Stanley Robinson, Eric Tilenius, and Marc Bouchet
among them. All except the latter did so on a provisional basis until insurance could be provided that
would guarantee that they would not individually be
sued in any hypothetical suits filled against the
Society. Such coverage is now being arranged and
these members are likely to be back aboard.
However, Mr. Bouchet of Canada, who has
been a tireless contributor to the Society, creating
its website and helping guide operations on Devon
Island, was also motivated by deep dissatisfaction
over recent Steering Committee decisions due to some
misunderstandings of its rules, and has tried to
paint these resignations as a “general” revolt from an
“unprofessionally” run Society.
The accomplishments of the Society to date
are considerable. We hope the Mars Society can
weather this storm, correct anything that needs to be
corrected, and move on to more good work. -- PK.

Mars Society Launches Translife Project
w w w .marssociety.org/bulletins/08.28.01.translife.html
At its Stanford convention, the Mars Society
resolved to commit its resources to initiate the
Translife Mission as its first spaceflight mission
project. It will consist of a Mars-level (0.38 g) artificial gravity spacecraft carrying a crew of mice (and
possibly other animals and plants) in low Earth orbit
for a period of some two months, during which the
mice will be allowed to reproduce and the young will
develop into adults. The craft will then be recovered,
and both original crew and progeny will be examined.
T h e mission will:
1 . Validate the miniature artificial-gravity craft
and life support system for further missions.
2 . Establish whether Mars-level artificial gravity
can serve as an effective countermeasure for
mammals against the physiological deterioration
of long-duration spaceflight in zero-g, essential
for planning human expeditions to Mars.
3 . Establish whether mammals from Earth can be
born and develop into proper adults in Mars
gravity conditions. The answer is key to establishing whether humans and other Earth life can
ultimately settle Mars, and other planets with
gravity substantially less than that of Earth.
Follow-on missions could include flights into
deep space as far as the orbit of Mars. Individuals or
organizations willing to volunteer talent, hardware,
or cash in support of the Translife mission should
write the Translife Project, Mars Society, Box 273,
Indian Hills, CO 80454. Donations tax deductible.
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”Do Something!”

Calling all NSS Chapters and Members
by Gregory H. Allison, NSS VP for Chapter Affairs
<GHAllison@aol.com>
There is a clear need for NSS -- and NSS
Chapters -- to get their hands dirty doing things.
NSS has begun this process. I chaired the Foundry, a
project incubator workshop, at the last ISDC. As a
result five chapter projects have NSS funding. There
was also a brainstorming session at ISDC that hopefully will result in a number of NSS projects soon.
I do encourage chapters to get involved in
projects and research activities. Oregon L5 has long
done this. So has the Huntsville Alabama L5 Society
(HAL5). Check our respective websites. The Clear
Lake chapter is starting a GAS can project that will
fly a student experiment into space.
Many of the participants in HAL5's HALO
program started a company. ÷ www.harcspace.com.
The Clear Lake chapter is also one of our most
politically active chapters.
My point is that we can and
these things, spread the gospel to
ence politicians, and foster and
ventures. Personally I do all three
day job. I just give up sleeping!

need to do all of
the public, influpromote private
and hold down a

I urge everyone reading this, if you are not
already active, consider ways to get active and do
something!
To those of you who are already active I urge
you to consider ways to coordinate you activities
with the group. We accomplish a lot more when we
all push together. To assist in this area NSS has just
created a new committee structure, website based
workgroups, and a road map to follow. If there is
something you don't like about the roadmap join the
policy committee and help them fix it.
Tell Marianne <mjdyson@swbell.net> you want
to volunteer for the Alert Tree.
Participate in the Foundry next year.
Start a project.
Start a company.
Do something!

Ad Astra per Ardua Nostra
To the Stars through our own hard work!

☎ LRS

OFFICERS - (area code 414) through 10/’99

LRS PRESIDENT, MMM /MMR Editor - Peter Kokh*
<kokhmmm@aol.com> .................... 342-0705
LRS VICE-PRES. - Robert Bialecki* ....... 372-9613
LRS SEC.-TREAS. - Charlotte DuPree
<cmdupree@netwurx.net> .... [262] 677-9149
MMM Database Manager - Joe Mackowski
<jmackowski@execpc.com> ..<NEW>. 546-9520
LRS/MMM Business Manager
Mark Kaehny * <kaehny@execpc.com>
466-2248
(* LRS Board Members)

LRS NEWS
• Chapter Officers Elections: The present crew of
officers has served tirelessly for years. Please
consider giving an officer a break, a rest, a period to
refresh -- by nominating yourself for a position. IF
we have nominees, we’ll have elections in November.
• We are 15 years old! Fifteen years ago, on Sept.
15, 1986, visiting L5 members from Chicago and the
Twin Cities convened a meeting of Milwaukee area L5
members at the Triangulum science fiction conv. and
the rest is history. In three months, we were up and
running with a chapter charter. This is a special
anniversary, and we want to plan something big! We
encourage all members to participate in the planning.

LRS October Events
Saturday, OCT 13th, 1-4 pm

Greg Allison
NSS VP for Chapter Affairs
President HAL5
President HARC

LRS Chapter Meeting, Mayfair Mall, Garden Suites
Room G110 lower level, N E part of Mall near groundlevel entrance below General Cinemas. AGENDA:
• Planning our 15th anniversary party/meeting

NOTE: Check out the very wide spectrum of Project
suggestions at the Space Chapters Hub:

http://www.nss.ac/hub/projects.htm
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• Structuring our meetings - assigning “reporting
turf” to individuals, so several people share in
putting on an informative meeting
• Video presentation TBD
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.. U.S. CHAPTERS ....................

. OHIO ..........................

3433 North Ave. Parma, OH 44134-1252
Space Chapters HUB Website:

c/o George F. Cooper III, Phone 216-749-0017
E-Mail: geocooper3@aol.com [new]

. WISCONSIN .......................

Monthly Meetings, the 4th Thursday 7-9:15 pm,
rm 106, Wilker Hall, Baldwin Wallace College, Berea
NEXT DATE: SEP 27th, OCT 25th

☞

. CALIFORNIA ......................

728 Center St., Kiel WI 54042-1034
c/o Will Foerster 920-894-2376 (h) <willf@tcei.com>
SSS Sec. Harald Schenk <hschenk@excel.net>
>>> DUES: “SSS” c/o B. P. Knier
22608 County Line Rd, Elkhart Lake WI 53020

☞ We meet the 3rd Tuesday of the month at 7-9pm
OCT 16th MEETING at the Stoelting House in Kiel
NOV 20th at Foerster Academy of Dance, Sheboygan

. MINNESOTA .......................

OASIS: Organization for the Advancement
of Space Industrialization and Settlement
P.O. Box 1231, Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Events Hotline/Answering Machine: (310) 364-2290
Odyssey Ed: Craig Ward - cew@acm.org
E-mail: oasis-leaders@netcom.com

Odyssey Newsletter Online
c/o Dave Buth, 3331 Cedar Ave. S. #2
Minneapolis, MN 55407
612-721-4772 (Dave Buth) 612-375-1539 (Jeff Root)
Email: mnsfs@freemars.org

Next meeting Saturday, September 22th at 1 pm at
Radio City Inc., 2663 County Road I, Mounds View,
Mn. 55122 -- (763) 786-4475 --Back meeting room.
It's north of I-694 just off of County 10,
between Long Lake amd Silver Lake Road, not Hwy 10
which is close by. Hwy 10 runs along I-35W. You
have to be on County 10. If you need more directions
or want to add to the Agenda call: (612) 333-1872.
We will be discussing the website reworking and
many other topics. Hope to see you there!

. MICHIGAN .......................

P. O. Box 130118, Ann Arbor MI 48113-0118
John Wolter (734) 665-1263 johnswolter@provide.net
2nd Wednesday ( Oct 10th, NOV 14th) 7 pm,

☞

MEETINGS at members’ homes. Contact above
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http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/
Lab/4005/articles.html

☞ Regular Meeting 3 pm 3rd Saturday of each month.
Information: OASIS Hotline, 310/364-2290; website.
• SEP 15th -- OASIS Monthly Meeting, at the home
of Craig and Karin Ward, 1914 Condon Avenue,
Redondo Beach.
• OCT 20th -- OASIS Monthly Meeting
• NOV 17th -- OASIS Monthly Meeting

• • Recurring Events
• Daily (call observatory 323/664-1191 for times)
"Oceans of Mars," live, multi-media planetarium
show. Griffith Observatory, 2800 East Observatory Rd, Los Angeles. $4 adults, $2 children,
$3 seniors. http://www.griffithobs.org/.
• Fridays, 7 pm "Night Sky Show." -- 8 pm Guest
lectures. Santa Monica College John Drescher
Planetarium, 2nd Floor Technology Building,
1900 Pico Blvd. $4 per show or $7 for both. Info:
310/452-9223 www.smc.edu/events/weeklyeven.
• Fridays -- "Mike Hodel's Hour 25" webcast. The
world of science fact and fiction with interviews,
news, radio dramas, artists, writers, stories,
reviews, and more. Info: www.hour25online.com/.
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. OREGON .........................

P.O. Box 86, Oregon City, OR 97045
voice mail / FAX (503) 655-6189

Allen G. Taylor <allen.taylor@ieee.org>
Bryce Walden <BWalden@aol.com>
(LBRT - Oregon Moonbase) moonbase@home.com

☞ Meetings the 3rd Saturday of each month at 2:00 p.m.
Bourne Plaza, 1441 SE 122nd, Portland, downstairs
NEXT MEETING DATES: OCT 20th, NOV 17th

. ILLINOIS ........................

g Chicago Space Frontier L5 g
610 West 47th Place, Chicago, IL 60609
Larry Ahearn: 7 7 3 / 3 7 3 - 0 3 4 9
Call Larry for MEETING INFORMATION

. PENNSYLVANIA .....................

Plan Now for ISDC 2002
SeTTlIng THe SolaR SYSTem
The National Space Society's 21st Annual
International Space Development
Conference and Exhibition
Memorial Day Weekend -- May 23-27, 2002
Denver Tech Center Marriott Hotel
1901 University Blvd NE
Greenwood Village, CO (Denver)
Hotel Reservations (303) 779-1100
1-800-445-8667 (“ISDC 2002” or “NSS”)
$85 + tax per night, single-quadruple occupancy.
http://www.isdc2002.org
Conference Registration Rates:

$60 thru 09/30/01 Fri. Professional Day +$25
$75 until 12/31/01 Senior/Teacher/Student 50%
$90 until 05/01/02 Children in Tow -- Free
$100 at the Door
Call for Papers
"To Create a Spacefaring Civilization"
The mission of the National Space Society formally
describes our member's motivation for belonging
to the Society:
we want to live and work in Outer Space.

PO Box 1715, Philadelphia, PA 19105
c/o Earl Bennett, EarlBennett@erols.com
215/633-0878 (H), 610/640-2345(W)

NEW URL
Note : PASA is now on the tripod.com system

☞ PASA regular business luncheon/formal meeting
f r o m 1-3 pm, the 3rd Saturday of every month, at
the Liberty One food court on the second level, 16th
and S. Market. Go toward the windows on the 17 th
street side and go left. Look for table sign. Parking at
Liberty One on 17th St. Verify meetings with Earl.
NEXT MEETINGS: OCT 20th, NOV 17th

• Scheduled PASA activities: Monthly meeting schedule
for the first six months of 2001: 3rd Sat. of every
month, exc. Sun.. June 10th, location TBA. Call Earl
to verify.
Report by PASA President Earl Bennett
• August Meeting Report: A meeting report had not
been received by Press Time.
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Every year for the last 20 years, we have
gathered at our annual International Space
Development Conference to listen to professional
speakers, develop strategies for furthering our
goals, and to enjoy the company of others who
attend the conference. In 2002 the Society will
hold its 21st conference, one mile high, in Denver,
Colorado.
The theme chosen for the conference is
"Settling the Solar System". In keeping with
the theme of the conference, we are inviting
prospective speakers to submit abstracts on the
following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space Mining
Space Construction
Space Solar Power
Development and Settlement of the Moon
Development and Settlement of Mars
Space Medicine
Space Law
Space Business
Military Space.

These topics will be addressed in a one-day
professional symposium Friday, May 24, 2002.
We hope you will consider joining us in
Denver and submit an abstract for consideration.
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NAME

÷

Member Dues -- MMM/MMR Subscriptions:

STREET
CITY/ST/ZIP
PHONE #S

÷
÷
÷

Send proper amountto address listed in chapter news sections.

$35 NATIONAL SPACE SOC. dues w. Ad Astra
$20 NSS dues if under 22 or over 64. Must state age ___
NSS, 600 Pennsylvania Ave SE #201, Washington DC 20003
(Make payable to local chapter for 1st year free local dues)
(Offer not honored by Oregon L5 Society)
$35 MOON Society dues with MMM
$25 Moon Society dues for those already getting MMM
Moon Soc. Membership, PO Box 940825, Plano, TX 75094

w

INDEX to # 148 SEPT. 2001

w

p 1. IN FOCUS: Thinking Outside the Box & Lessons from
September 11th, 2001, Editorial, P. Kokh
p 3. EARTHPATCH: Anchoring Lunar & Martian Homesteads, PK
p 7. Music of the Lunar Spheres, P. Kokh
p 9. MOON SOCIETY JOURNAL: K-12 Flag Contest, G. Bennett
p 10. MOON SOC. A “L.U.N.A.” Analog Station as a Doable
Phase I to launch Project LETO
p 13. Meandering Through the Universe, column by R. Richardson
p 14. Two New Cassini Slide Sets; SpaceDev Progress Report
p 15. Mars Migration & Earth Regeneration Workshop; Simplesat
p 16. “Readers, We Have a Problem!”; Troubles for Mars Society;
Mars Society launches Translife Mission Project
p 17. Chapter Projects, G. H. Allison; Lunar Reclamation Soc. News
p 18. News of NSS/MMM Chapters

=>for those outside participating chapter areas <=
$15 Individual Subscriptions to MMM/MMR: Outside
North America
$45 Surface Mail -- Make payable to
“LRS”, P.O. Box 2102, Milwaukee WI 53201
ANN ARBOR SPACE SOCIETY
$10 regular dues
CUYAHOGA VALLEY SPACE SOCIETY
$10 presently; Raise to $15 under consideration
CHICAGO SPACE FRONTIER L5
$15 annual dues
LUNAR RECLAMATION SOCIETY, INC.
$15 regular,
$20 family,
$12 student / senior cit.
MINNESOTA SPACE FRONTIER SOCIETY
$20 Regular Dues
OREGON L5 SOCIETY
NOTE DUES RAISE:
$23 for all members
O.A.S.I.S. L5
$18 regular dues
PHILADELPHIA AREA SPACE ALLIANCE
Annual dues for all with MMM $16, due in March
or $4 times each quarter before the next March
SHEBOYGAN SPACE SOCIETY
$15 regular,
$10 student,
$1 / extra family memb
“SSS” c/o B. P. Knier, 22608 County Line Rd,
Elkhart Lake WI 53020

Moon Miners’ MANIFESTO
Lunar Reclamation Society Inc.
PO Box 2102, Milwaukee WI 53201-2102.
==> Mail Carrier, Time Sensitive Material <==

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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